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Anthony gives State of the Union address
by Amit Bagaria,
News Editor

Student Union President Peter C.
Anthony delivered the State of the
Union address at a dinner held in the
Faculty Dining Room on Tuesday
rught. Invitees included the SU senate,
board of directors, committee chairs.
and associate justices.
Board of Trustees member Jack
Wasmer. Vice President for Student

Affairs James Lavin, Vice President
and Assistant to the President
Douglas Bookwalter, Dean of Students
Richard McNally and SU Moderator
Duane Dukes wore special invitees.
"Through my experience thus far in
the Student Union. I feel that we have
ull learned what it means to accept
the challenges that go hand in hand
with holding a position of leadership
here," Anthony said in his speech.

"We must continue to strive for the
student involvement that I feel is
necessary to guarantee the effective
operation of the Union."
Internal Affairs Director Amy Finke
organized the event.
"Everything that the executive officers have accomplished in the past
seven months is well worth the effort
I've put into this event." she said.

Weekend to give parents
taste of life at Carroll
by Laura Popoff,
Stoff Reporter
This Halloween brings with
it a treat for many John Carroll students Parents
WePkond.
Tlii:. relatively new tradittdn Offers not only the opportunity for parents to spend
time with their sons or
daughters and meet their pr(}fessors. but also the chance to
gel a taste of life on the Carroll campus.
The weekend officially
bogins tomorrow with regis tr a lion in the Recplex
Atrium beginning at 4 p.m. A
reception will be hosted by
University President Rev.
Thomas P. O'Malley, S.J., at
the Rodman Hall terrace at 5
p.m.
The main attraction of the

"Obviously the Student Union is
making progress ... the fact that they
admit that they have made mistakes
and have corrected them is a sign that
this group not only knows what it is
doing. but is doing it well," Wasmer
commented.
"I think the SU is addressing itself
to the concerns of the students. It is
a communications vehicle for the student body," Lavin said.

?
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weekend will be the debut
performance of the musical
"Dear World'' at Kulas Auditorium at 8 p.m. tomorrow. A
cast party is to follow .
S;J tu rday begins with n

"coffee with the deans."
Other events include lectures.

a Placement Office open
house. and the Parents Ass(}ciation's annual meeting. A
pre-game lunch and a pep
rally will be held before the
Blue Streaks take on Grove
City Wolverines in their last
home football game of the
season al1:30 p.m. Saturday.
A Harvest Time Buffet dinnor and a Halloween dance
will bring an end to the day's
activities. The weekend will
conclude with a special mass
on Sunday morning.

4-day week proposed
at faculty forum meeting
by Dan Brajkovic

Aproposa~foramid-weekholidaywasmadeatthefacul-

ty forum meetmg two weeks ago. The proposed system would
have one set of classes meet on Mondays and Thursdays, and
the other on Tuesdays and Fridays. It would leave Wednesday as a free day.
The system was proposed by Dr. Navratil. dean of the
School of Business. "The idea was to give teachers bigger
blocks of time to do things such as attend meetings and prepare
lessons," he said. "Wednesdays could be set aside for labs
and faculty and club meetings."
"This is an asinine proposal,'' said Dr. R. J. Gaul, professor
of chemistry.
''Classes such as mathematics and foreign language
courses are almost required to meet more than just twice a
week, .. said Mr. D. J. Morwalh. professor of Mathematics. "It
is necessary because constant drilling is needed so that
students can learn properly.''
"It would be impossible to schedule all labs on Wednesday- there is simply not enough time nor space," Morwath
added. "Also. if all meetings were on Wednesday, teachers
and students would find themselves running from one meeting
to another.''

Something in the trash. bin outside the Ad Building caught the attention of senior Stan
Hales as he was walking to class on Monday.
-photo by Amit Bagaria

John carroll rankeddsixth by
u 5 News and worl Report
•

•

by Jill Varley
In a study conducted by U.S. News and
World Report magazine, John Carroll University was ranked sixth among 137 schools in
the Midwestern and Western Comprehensive
category.
College presidents around the country were
surveyed in this study. Letters were sent to
1.329 college presidents requesting them to
rank all colleges within the specified
categories. Sixty percent responded.
The ranking was based on the cohesiveness
of curriculum, quality of teaching, relationship
between faculty and students. and the atmosphere of learning fostered by the campus.
The nine categories used were National,
Eastern Liberal Arts, Eastern Comprehensive,
Midwestern and Western Liberal Arts,

Midwestern and Western Comprehensive,
Southern Liber al Arts, Southern Comprehensive, Southwestern Liberal Arts, and
Southwestern Comprehensive.
"I was delighted that we made this list,"
said W. Douglas Bookwalter, vice president
and assistant to the president. "It is good exposure and good publicity for the school."
"It (the ranking) shows that John Carroll has
made improvements," said Paul Kantz, vic~
president for development. "Alumni and
students can take pride in the ranking,
because we have been listed with outstanding
institutions."
Valparaiso University, University of Santa
Clara, California Polytechnic State. University of Redlands, and Creighton University were
the schools ranked above Carroll.
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Keep 5-day week
The Faculty Forum is currently considering a proposal to
move to a four-day school week. Under the plan, classes would
be held on Monday-Thursday and Tuesday-Friday. Wednesday would be reserved for laboratories and teacher meetings
and seminars.
This plan has several major drawbacks.
For one thing, it would necessitate eliminating 50-minute
classes and moving entirely to hour-and-15-minute classes. It
is difficult enough trying to find a teacher who can keep
students interested for 50 minutes. the extra 25 minutes only
makes matters worse.
Students should have some choice as to the length of
classes they prefer, and this is achieved under the current
system. Why change it?
The suggestion that the proposed system would make better use of available classroom space carries tittle weighl. Simply, there are eight time slots available between 8 a.m. and 3
p.m. on MWF's and only 5 on TTh's. So classrooms can be
utilized by 60 percent more classes on days with the shorter
class period.
In addition, students would have little incentive to study
on Wednesdays. While the amount of coursework would remain the same. the number of days viewed by students as properly "school days" would be reduced from five to four per
week. a loss of 28 "school days" in the course of a year.
Students may enjoy the free time. but probably wouldn't
benefit from it academically. And after aU, this is a university.
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State
of whose Union?
In the State of the Union address. SU President Peter An-

CAt/ROt l

J

thony emphasized that this year's l,Jruoo has achieved the goal
of implementing the ideas and concerns of a wide sector of
students. He stressed that the officers have accepted the
~
challenges that go hand in hand with holding a position of
I ':\ I I
leadership at John Carroll.
,
The key word here is challenge. Students should not take
for granted whatever tho Student Union officers say. They
must challenge them so that they work with greater responsibility and make John CanoU a more exciting campus.
One challenge is to question how much student input went
into choosing a band for the faJJ concert. Other schools survey
their student body before making decisions on such things,
while the idea of the Romantics concert was sprung on the
senate and approved the same night.
The SU constitution states that every student at this university is a member of the Student Union. Yet only SU officers
were allowed to attend the State of the Union address. This
situation poses another challenge- whether the channels of
communication are really open on this campus.
Campus VIolence
The executive positions are not the birthright of the officers. It is the students who have put them in their positions To the Editor:
and it is they who have the right to ask what they have done
Perhaps one expects a cerand to challen e th i
· ·
. _
tain amount of fighting and
vandalism in an institution;
but there seems to be an inordinate
amount here at John
Paul Kantz
Editor in Chief
Carroll. This violence will
Diane K. Furey - Business Manager
continue until students and
£diton
administration meet a few imBridget Brett - Forum
Amlt Bagarla - New•
portant criteria.
MoUy Sheehan - Entertainment
Chris DraJeat - feature•
Theresa Kepferle - Photosrophy
JuUe ClaaWo - f'eotures
First. there is very little
Brian Caaaidy - Production Monoger
Chris Weuer- Sport•
semblance of a coordinated
Bu.lneu Stoff
security force. The student
Jaatn Vitou - Adverti1fng Manager
Anaie Ciuni - Treo•urer
body would be better served
Carole O'Brien, Manuela Sane - Account. Hec.
if the security personnel were
Jtooald Karpuaka - financial Coordinator

WELCOME -JCU
R~NTS!

Letters to the Editor:

m-

AAD Helotel - Clauified•
Bridpt Corrlaan, Mark Layton, Uaa Ann Leaard. RuueU
Mackewie&, Maureen Mead. Patricia Otrelll&ky.
Geoffrey Tee&a - Ad Hepretentotives
Editorial Staff
Jue Babiak, Nick Barente. Pat Braodl. Sean Casey, Jamie P. Chandler.
Larry Daher, Harry GaiWilllll, Lh Hanna, SUZ4D.11e Hofflll8.n ,
Tbo KeMlln, Toat Kldd. Terry LaBant, Toaa Maggio.
U.. MiJoslc.:b. Ed Nlcoa.la. Tom O'Donnell, Laura Popoff,
Joeepb Ranyak, Mark ZJeatba
Cor1oonl1l1: Paul Toth, Mike lsip
Pholosrophert: Judy IConya. Mike Laci
Advisor: Julie Dalpiaz
Th• Carroll Neo.-,-=it-ll<l
""'b"'"
l,...,..
h«i
-, weekly clurin.8 ..ell - t e r by the .rudent. o( John Carroll

or
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housed in each of the dormitories, rather than at the
farthest reaches of the campus parking lots. Their
presence would avert much of
the vandalism and perhaps
even increase good rapport
between students and
security.
Second, when a perpetrator
is caught, the Administration
ought to punish swiftly and
judiciously
Finally and most importantly, the problem at hand is a
student problem.
Until the student body

lcLA~IfiEllilliC~IfiEllilJ
Share home with family- EucUd
- 289-9055. Board available.
1980 Monte Carlo, Black, AC,
Automatic. Good Condition,
371-7877. Russ.
=-------Salespeople wanted in camera
shop for full or part-time. Friendly people needed for sales position. We will train. Call662-1815.
TYPISTS - hundreds weekly at
home! Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark.
~07066._ _
Roommate wanted: Share house.
Close to campus. University
Heights. Call 932-2687.

CAPITAL LETrERS: Complete
Editing and Word Processin Ser·

viei3s. Academic manuscripts research papers, theses, dissertations, faculty papers. resume
development.
Accuracy
guaranteed. EDITORIAL HELP.
Reasonable rates. Judy Nisman.
382-7070.
Profit from your fever blisters
and participate in research at
Case Western Reserve University. If you have more than 3
episodes a year, call 844-1480
between 2:00 and 4:00p.m., Monday through Friday.

decides these actions are not
right or even funny and until
we discourage our peers and
stop ourselves, violence will
remain the scourge of our
careers at John Carroll.
Brian McCarthy

Elections Committee
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Elections
Committee, I would like to
apologize for any inconvenience due to the mix up of
the freshman elections - in
reference to the treasurer
candidates.
We corrected the mistake
as quickly as possible by having two days of additional
voting. Granted, it was a
careless error but we've done
our best to correct it. But
please keep in mind that it
was merely a human mistake
that with a little extra effort
has been easily mended.
Thank you for understanding our situation. We are all
human. We all make
mistakes.
Sincerely,
Shan non McChesney
Elections Committee
Chair

FORUM
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Self-interest powers U.S. role
by Brian Stiltner
The current debate over U.S. policy in Nicaragua
betrays an insensitivity on behalf of North
Americans toward the wishes and rights of the people of that country.
The basic issue is legitimacy. The Contras in no
way represent a legitimate force for political
change in Nicaragua. Composed mainJy of the
former dictafor Somoza's old National Guard. the
Conlras have been responsible for thousands of
civilian deaths in this war-torn country. Even were
they to overthrow the revolutionary government,
the citizens would not support a regime of those
who had murdered their families and plundered
their land.
We are told it is the Sandinistas we must fear.
And yet, who was responsible for the death in
March of Benjamin Linder, and American who was
working on a hydroelectric plant for the people of
Nicaragua? Who was responsible just last week for
the kidnapping of an American priest and
clergyman documenting human rights abuses in
Nicaragua? In both cases it was the ''peace-loving"
contras.
Even many of those who oppose the Reagan administration's policy of Contra support neglect that
the Sandinista government is a legitimate political
force in the eyes of ordinary Nicaraguans. The administration immediately denounced the November
1984 elections as a sham, even though major human
rights and church groups observing there called
them fair.
The Sandinistas' basic legitimacy, however.
comes not from elections but from leading the antiSomoza struggle and carrying out revolutionary
change. Since the Sandinistas camfl to power in
1979. there have been notable achievements.
ffiiteracy has been reduced from 50 percent to 13
percent. Infant mortality is down from 120 to 94 per
thousand. Unemployment dropped from 60 percent
to 14 percent. Two thousand new primary schools
have been built. And. most si.gnjficantly, Sandinista
agrarian reform has distributed land to over 40,000
previously landless families.
For these reasons, the Saodinista government is
supported by the majority of Nicaraguans. It has
freed the people from seven decades of oppression
and given them real control over their destiny.
The word "democracy" etymologically means

f. ~ $
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u_an--::R:-e-v-o7lu-t-:-io_n__.p"'u-t
rea l power into the hands of the people. The
primary vehicle for people-power is the popular
organizations.
Thousands of s tudents'. women's, farmers', and
workers' groups have sprung up since the Revolulion. These groups establish food and clothing
cooperatives, educate their children. plan religious
festivals. and work on public projects, such as
building a school or bridge.
1 have talked with several people who have visited
Nicaragua , and what they report is interesting:
Even the most vocal critics of the Sandinistas participate in these organizations. Thus, even those
critical of the government do not deny that they are
enjoying the benefits of the revolutionary process.
There is not enough space here to analyze adaquately the status of democracy in Nicaragua. A
critic will mention the closing of La Prensa and
Radio Colholico. There have been political arrests,
even deaths very aorly in the Revolution. These are
are 8 reality in Nicaraaua.
Briefly put. it is not surprising to se~ a new
government under extreme pressure from a military
power such as the United States react by clamping
down on some political freedoms. This has lessened considerably with the advent of the new peace
initiative. we can expect it to continue if the
Nicaraguan government is assured the peace
necessary to life emergency measures.
It is not my purpose to defend the mistakes of the
Sandinistas. but to explain why they happened.
They happened not as part of a grand communist
plan to subjugate North America. but as the in-

•
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Nicaragua

secure reaction of a tiny count ry to U.S.-organized
militarism.
We can trust that the Sandinistas will move
beyond the mistakes of the past and insure fuller
democracy in Nicaragua. We have reason to be
hopeful that the present peace process hammered
out by the five Cent ral American presidents under
Costa Rican President Arias will resolve much of
the strife. Already Lo Prenso and Radio Cotholica
have re-opened, and political prisoners have been
released.
It is important not to stymie this initiative. Congressional approved at the Reagan request for $270
million in new aid to the Contras would be
devastating. The Contras have not shown that they
hold the interests of the Nicaraguan people at
heart. They hold only self-interest at heart.
The greatest hope for full democracy already exists in Nicaragua. The revol ution for selfdetermination and freedom. in which 50,000
Nicaraguans lost their lives. remains the true
guarantor of democracy. The Nicaraguan people
wilJ never let any government revoke those hardwon freedoms.
The popular organizations are so numerous that
they could lead a revolt against the Sandinistas any
day they want. They could establish a Contra
government in a week. The fact is. they never will.
The Contras represent only the promise of prerevolution oppression.
"Only if the Sandinstas feel secure enough from
outside threats will they feel free enough to experiment with wider democratic openings." says Rev.
Phillip Berryman, S.J., a pastoral worker in Central
America. Accordingly. the United States must disband the Conlrus and provide oconomic sul)porl \.o
i a
ua. ll c
1 d mu t ma e up for pa t aotfons lch anjle from selt-int81'81t and aaravatad
the pain of this beleaguered country.
The road to peace in Nicaragua is an arduous.
one. lt is red with the blood of the 50,000 martyrs'
of the revolution. The blood of innocent civilians at
the hands of the Contras continues to s tain it. Now.
more than ever. true peace and democracy are
within reach. To insure them. we must surrender
our policies of self-interest m Central America.
Senior Brion Stiltner is a religious studies major
and member of the JCU Peace and Social Justice
Committee.

Turn classroom monologues into dynamic dialogues
by Marie Kocab
Some of you may have noticed a phenomenon that seems
to take place about this time
of the semester, a drop-off
that usually occurs with the
coming of a utumn. No. I'm not
talking about the trees dropping their leaves, but rather
thatseasonalonsetofstudent
unresponsiveness in the clas~
room that roUs around right
about midterm.
It seems we've hit high tide
of the syndrome, when professors of accounting to
sociology view each class as
a potential practice of the
ultimate monologue.
The classic scene: I walk into my Thursday morning
British Litera lure Lecture,
and for some strange reason.
half the class is out (probably
due to that notorious termpaper-influenza virus).
My instructor enthusias-

tically strides into the room
the folderfull of lecture notes he's
prepared for the day. I cringe
in sympathy when I see him
raise a timid eyebrow and
sig~ a t the sight of the sparsely fllled classroom.
He situates himself and
begins his lecture with the
well-versed line, "Does
anyone have any comments
about your assigned reading
from the last class?"

aU instructors use to pull the
. class a long: "O.K.. that's
good . I'll assume you all
understand the material."
The prof. then proceeds to
discuss and expla in the
reading material to the blank
stares of his class. It's usually after about 10 minutes or
so that he gets daring again:
''Can anyone tell me who
wrote Gulliver's Travels?"
The only sound in the room
is Joe's snoring in the back left
"When professors of
c.or~er. I begin to wonder if
•
•
I m m a room full of mutes.
accounting to sociology
·'Did anyone read the
view each class as
material?" Now everyone
a potential practice
knows that ol1 John Carroll
of theultimate dialogue." studen ts always co~e
prepared for class ... that lS,
The class then answers
Things really start looking
with a response typical of the awfully bleak as my fellow
season: Silence. Dead silence. scholars a re slumped inches
"Does anyone have any from th.e floor in a feeble atquestions?"
tempt to become invisible.
You can hear a pin drop. The prof, in the meantime,
Then comes the famous line gets ready to pick people to

~arnestly sporting

answer by playing eenymeeny-miney-moe on the attendance list.

every ounce of courage I have
within me, I squeak out my
crucial reply: "Jose Mishu"The only sound in
ginab!!"
•
,
It is said that our teachers
8
the ~oo~ IS Joe
ought to exhibit impartial and
snonng m the
unprejudiced criticism of
back left corner."
their students' work, and for
I see that something must be the most part, I must say they
done. Desperately, I struggle do. But in a remark that can
to recall a name mentioned in only be attributed to the
the last lecture period. But gratitude of my valiant effort.
then, I ask myself, what have my professor returned ,
1 to gain from this potentia lly "Uh ... Yes. Mark!! 'Jonathan
humiliating attempt at an Swift' is absolutely correct. "
answer? If I'm right, I may
Indeed, it's times like these
· respe ct ... conf'dence
that challenge the brave
gam
1
...
gratification ... BROWNIE hearts and souls of students
POINTS GALORE!!! If I'm across the campus.
wrong ... ?
Perhaps it is time for these
I decide to risk it, to once monologues to become dieand for all conquer this syn- logues. If we the students
drome of silence that has in- make an effort to participate,
fected me and my fellow maybe our classes would
classmates. My mind is a blur become dynamic and unique
of names as I realize the im- learning experiences, rather
portance of the moment. I than just chances to daytake a deep breath, and with dream.
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Global Issues Interview Series

Salvadoran diplomat expects no miracles
The following interview was conducted Monday with Ernesto RivosGaUont. Salvadoran ambassador to
the United States. Rivos-Gollont spoke
to The Carroll News by telephone
direct from the embassy of E1 Salvador
in Washington, D.C.
Carroll News: How effective do you
think the new Guatemala City peace
plan will prove to be?
Salvadoran Ambassador Ernesto
Rivas-Gallont: Well. it's a step in the
right direction. Before the August 7
signing of the document. the five Central American nations were going
each on its own different way trying
to accomplish a sensible peace proposal for the region.
We had of course before that the effort put together by the Contadora
nations and the American nations
support group, which was sort of a
group of outsiders trying to settle the
differences among insiders. which
wasn't getting anywhere.

"We of course have no
illusions that everybody is
going to comply strictly
with the letter of the pact."
-

Erncsto Rivas-Gallont,
Salvadoran Ambassador
lo the United States

So throuRh the initia tive of ( oslo
R1can} Presiden t {Osca r} Arius a nd
with the input of (Salvadoran) President (Jose Napoleon) Duarte and all
the other presidents of the region. this
peace pact was signed on August 7.
So as I said at the beginning, this was
a step in the right direction.
How effective it is going to be remains to bo seen. We will know better on November 7 or thereabout.
when the Executive CommL'lsion of the
pact. which is comprised by the five
foreign ministers of the five nations.
meets and evaluates compliance with
the pact by each of the five countries.
We of course have no illusions that
everybody is going to comply strictly
with the letter of tho pact. But
whatever happens. whatever they do
will bring us closer to poace.
The purpose of the pact is an end to
the military struggle in Nicaragua.
and in El Salvador. and to a lesser extent in Guatemala and to rid the
region of foreign intervention. By
foreign intervention I don't mean the
Contras. who are nationals of
Nicaragua, I mean the Marxism
which is pervasive in Nicaragua and
is struggling to topple the government
of E1 Salvador.
CN: With regard to El Salvador.
what is the status right now of the
negotiations between the Salvadoran
government and the FMl.N?
RJvas-Gallont: They're at sort of a
dead end. The talks that were held
last week in Caracas, VenezueLa
didn't get anywhere. But we haven't
given up. Come the 30th of October,
a couple of days from now, they're
going to meet again In Mexico City to

continue talking. seeking a vehicle
which would be acceptable, agreeable to the two sides.
CN: Do you expect a solution in the
near future?
R.ivas-Gallont: In El Salvador?
CN: Right.
Rivas-Gallont: I'd like to say yes. but
I really don't. I think that there's still
a long way to travel.

'(The FMLN) want(s) to have
access to power through
the barrel of a gun.'
- Salvadoran Ambassador
Rivas-GaiJont
We have a long way to go because
the Marxist guerrillas. the FMLN.
what they want is a share of the
power without having earned it. They
want to have access to power through
the barrel of a gun, which is not possible of course. It's the people of the
country that have to grant them that
power. So we tell them that what they
need to do is come back into the country and fight out a political battle. If
they're elected, they'Ll be allowed to
take over.
CN: To what degree do you feel the
Duarte government is dependent upon
the United States to remain in power,
both with respect to the threat from
the left in the form of the FMLN and
also the threat from the right in the
form of the military?
Rivas-Gallont: I think that the
Duarte government can call its own
shots politically. I don't think that support. or lack thereof, from the United
States would affect in any way whatsoever its capacity to remain in power
for the duration of its period which
concludes in June, 1969.
I think that the people of El Salvador
see in the government of President

" I think that the Duarte
Government can call its
own shots politically."
- Salvadoran Ambassador
Rivas-Gallont
Duarte a viable alternative. So I don't
think its ability to remain in power
hinges upon American support.
CN: To what extend do you feel
Nicaragua is responsible for the
FMLN insurrection?
Rivas-Gallont: Well, I think what
needs to be said first is that the FMLN
is not a spin-off of the Sandin.istas.
The FMLN is a natural reaction to an
unjust system that has been in place
in my country for generations.
That said, I think we also need to
understand that the FMLN by itself
does not have gathered enough
strength to be a viable military force.
So the FMLN has had to have substantial military support from Cuba and
expansionist nations, which has come
through Nicaragua. On the other
hand, Nicaragua is a safe haven for
commanders of the FMLN, whero the\

Background
El Salvador. a Central American nation of six million people. is a nation
torn by civil war.
In 1984. Jose Napoleon Duartf' was
elected president in what were widely
regarded as the first free elections in
the nation's recent history. Critics
maintain, however, that the
Salvadoran military, which ruled explicldy in a military dictatorship before
Duarte took over, stlll has ultimate
control. The Duarte government is
strengthened by aid from the United
States- $620 million In 1987.
The leftist Farabundo Marti National
Uberatlon Front, or FMLN. has been
waging a guerrila war against the
government since 1980. The FMLN is
estimated at 6,()()() soldiers.
New hope was breathed into the
situation with the recent signing of the
Guatemala City peace accord, which
seeks to end conflict in Central
America. particularly through
democratization of Nicaragua and an
end to guerrilla warfare throughout the
region.

have their control and command
centers and radio operations. AJI
strategic operations are conducted
from Nicaragua.
So, its a two-part answer. Number
one, the FMLN is not a spin-off of the
Sa ndinis la movement. but a result of

"The FMLN is a natural
reaction to an unjust system
that has been in place in
my country for generations."
- Salvadoran Ambassador
Rivas-Gallont

an unjust system of governing. And
number two. yes. they do depend.
have depended and still depend. on
support from Communist countries.
particularly Cuba and Nicaragua.
CN: Do you think that the Sandinistas have expansionist aims themselves?
Rivas-Gallont: Well, they have said
many times that their revolution
knows no frontiers. no borders. Oh
yes, they're expansionist.
CN: Does that scare you in El
Salvador?
Rivas-Gallont: Well, that's why
we're trying to put off the Marxist
guerrillas and I think that given the
balance of power today and the lack
of popular support for the guerrillas,
I think that we have the upper hand
in the conflict.
CN: What is the government position now regarding the prosecution of
military officers for past human rights
violations? Is anything being done in
that regard?
Rivas-GaUont: There are many,
many who have cases pending in the
courts. Many have been cashiered
and many have left the country. What
you need to look at now is that these
people. as will the guerrillas who are
in prison, will benefH from the amnes-

ty that the peace plan of Guatemala
calls for. This amnesty is a broad
amnesty that would apply to all
political crimes committed in the
course of the years. up to the 22nd of
October. So these people will benefit
from the amnesty.
CN: Are there any changes that you
would like to see in United States'
policy towards Central Amercia'?

"Oh yes, they're expansionist."
- Salvadoran Ambassador
Ri vas-Gallant,
on the Sandinistas

R.ivas-GaUont: I'd like to see a better
understanding by Americans. not
necessarily in the government and
Congress. but by the guy on the street
of what is going on in Central
America. how events in Central
America would affect the United
States in one way or the other.
And I think the best way to reach
the American mind is to tell them that
should Central America - all our nations are the size of California with
a bout as many people - fall to Communist hands. we are bound to be affected in the United Stales by a very,
very large wave of immigrants who
would come to the United States and
demand jobs, which would affect the
job market in the United States. I
guess that that way Americans,
middle-stream Americans. will realize
tha t wha t we all need to do is to support democracies. the young democracies of Central America. if it
is only to prevent a massive inflow of
immigrants into the Uruted States that
would threaten the job market.
CN: Do you think that aiding the
Contras has been an effective policy
and do you think that aid should be
continued?
Rivas-GaUont: I think that the Contras would exist even if they didn't
have U.S. aid. U.S. aid, as appropriated by Congress. of course
helps the Contras. but I don't think
they're about to go away if aid is cut
off from them. The Contras are a
legitimate national movement concerned about political events in
Nicaragua and they will remain in
place, perhaps not as strongly as they
arc today. if aid is cut off to them. But
they will remain in place and continue
to fight it out.
CN: Would you like to see the U.S.
continue to give aid to the Contras?
Rivas-Gallont: Well. we don't have
an official position on that and I, as
the ambassador of my country, cannot answer that question.

The Global Issues Interview
Series aims to address major national and international
issues through direct discussion
with experts and participants
in these issue. We look forward
to presenting this feature on a
regular basis, and we appreciate reader response and
suggestions.
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250 high school students attend
Admissions' Fall Open House
by Nick Ber ente,
Staff Reporter

The Admissions Office sponsored an open
house Sunday for all those who wished to be
familiarized with Carroll. The open house attracted approximately 700 people. of which
over 250 were interested high school students.
"It was a great turnout." said Kevin
Sullivan. dean of admissions and financial aid.
"'I really appreciate what the faculty did.''
Every department had a booth and almost all
of the deans and chairpersons from various
departments were there to assist prospective
students.
When asked what attracted them to John

Carroll, the majority of students responded
that it was the school's reputation and als~ the
pamphlets and_ booklets that !he~ rec01ved
lhrough the mml or through the1r h1gh school.
'"The quality of [the student's] interest and
motivation of progress appears to be higher
than last year," said Dr. James Daley.
associate dean of the school of business.
Sullivan said that the Admissions Office succeeded in its attempt to present Carroll as "'a
quality educntion at a reasonable price ... He
admits, however. that the growing interest is
not all his doing. It can be also attributed to
the positive coverage Carroll has received
lately from the national media, he said.

Freshman officers are elected

campus) are the senators.
feel very badly," said ElecMailroom supervisor frank Pa lme ri faces the blues as
he sorts thousands of letters and packages everyday.
"My officers and I will try tions Committee Chairper son
Afterall, he is every resident student's link with the outShannon McChesney. ·'When
Six of the seven freshman and make this a great year,"
side
world.
- photo by Amit Baguria
this
happens
we
have
to
deal
class officers were elected to said Lynch. "The first thing with it."
is
class
I'd
like
to
establish
their offices last week, while
"In the future we'll take
the treasurer was elected in unity among the residents and
more serious precautions so
a special re-election which commuters."
The Election Committee left that such a thing does not occoncluded yesterday.
"I need a drink.
out
the na mes of the can- cur again." said Student
Jamie Lynch won the race
There better be some beer left!''
Union President Peter Anfo r president by a ma rgin of didates for the office of thony. "One should undertreasurer
from
the
ba
llot
- Security Guard afte! U-Club Ha lloween Party
11 9 votes over Julie Bjorkman.
stand that we a re all human."
Timothy Horan was elected papers last week. Maureen
as vice president and Erin Rupp was elected treasurer lr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====================;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-.llliiiiiiiiii~
McManus as secretary. David in a r e-election held for this
Averill and Tara O'Neill (on- offiqe.
"The error was made and l
campus) and Kelly Glover (offby Mark Ziemba,
S taff Reporter

Quote of the Week:

Mellen Series to continue
with lecture on Rubbermaid
by Bernard Chapin
The Mellen Chair will continue its series of lectures on
publicly held Ohio Corporations with the Rubbermaid Company, on November 2, a t 5 p.m. in the Jardine Room.
The Mellen Chair Series is a series of lectures tha t takes
place each semester sponsored by the Mellen Chair in Finance.
The Chair seeks to bring in head executives from local
businesses which are linked to national frrms.
The speakers are chosen by Dr. Frank J. Navratil, dean
of the School of Business, and Dr. Raj Aggarwal, holder of the
Mellen Chair.
" The selection (of speakers) bas to do with the Ohio area,
however, this is a preference not a priority, " said Dr. James .
M. Da le y, associate dean of the School of Business. "We are
concerned with the ethics of the company. in its products and
its behavior."
\
"The company's service should be in such a ma nner tha t
one would be proud to be associa ted with it," Da ley a dded.
" A new perspective to the Mellen Chair this year is internationa l business. which the previous chairholder did not focus
on," Aggarwal said.
The Mellen Series lectures are free of charge and open
to the public.

Graduate students Only:
Graduation applications are available in the
Dean's office of the Graduate School.
The deadline f or submitting graduation apPlications is Friday, November 30, 1987. APplications submitted after this filing date
w ill be charged a $25_00 late graduation application fee_

Become
and put a j ob in your fu t ure!
If you have an interest in using computers a nd mathematical techn iques to

solve real world decision proble ms. come to the

OPEN HOUSE
and learn about graduate progra ms in Management Science
and Operations Management
Sponsored by the Department of

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Weatherhead School of Management
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Cleveland , Ohio 44106

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1987
10:30 a. m.- 3:00p.m.
(lun ch provided)
ATTENDANCE IS FREE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND RESERVATIONS

CALL (216) 368-3845

FEATURES..
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Boice abandons campaign trail
racult)· Profile

Dr. Louis Boice.

by Andrew Root
Dr. Louis Boice brings a backgroWld
of diverse po)jtical experiences and
opinions to his new career as visiting
associate professor in the political
science dep artment.
Boice's record in the professional
field of political campaigning is marked by working with some famous,
though not immediately successful.
candidates in the political arena.
In 1977, Bolce w orked as an inhouse political pollster for the liberal
democra t Mario Cuomo in his unsuccessful bid for mayor of New York
City. Cuomo was defeated by present
mayor Ed Koch.
Said Boice, "When I first started
work ing for him he was a moderate.
I suggested he make a move to the
right.''
Others working for Cuomo suggested a move to left, a move he eventually made. However, it was Ed Koch
tha t made a move to the right. and he
is now mayor of New York City.
Boice worked for the campaign of
Tom Ma nton in 1978. Manton. a conservative democ ra t, r an a gainst
Ger a ldine Ferraro in the democratic
prima ry in the 9th Congressional
d istrict in Queens, the so-caUed "Archie Bunker " district. Fer ra ro won

Today

the prima ry and went on to become a
member of Congress.
From 1979-1982 Boice worked for
the Lew Lehrman staff. Lehrman is a
conservative republican who ran
against none other than Mario Cuomo
for governor of New York. Cuomo won
the race by a very slight margin.
In 1984, Ferraro gave up her Congressional seat to run for vice president of the United States. It was Tom
Manton who eventually took her
previous position.
Boice. whose writings have appeared in the New York Times. Policy
Review. and Social Science Quarter·
ly said that he considers himself a
populist
"I have ultimate faith in people over
elites," said Bolce. He agres with
William F. Buckley Jr.'s statement:
"I'd rather be ruled by the first 100
people listed in the Boston telephone
directory than by the entire facul ty at
Harvar d University."
Bolce
received
both
his
undergraduate and gr aduate degrees
in political science from the University of Cincinnati. His area of expertise
is the empirical or "scientific" side of
political science.
Boice presently teaches Amorican
Politics and Theory a nd Methodology
of Political Science.

Letter from dad offers wisdom and support
The following Jetter wos sent to a JCU freshman from her answers but I was once a freshman in college. The most
disturbing thing for me in those fi rst few weeks was the fact
father at the end of her first week away from home.
that I suddenly realized "I was becoming an ADULT!" Talk
Dear - - - - -- - -- about being scared. Being on my own, making decisions, feel1 ha ve a free minute, so I decided to write to you about ing alone, no close friends, pressures of college learrting"The Philosophy of College."
scary times- definitely not much fun. Becoming an adultTry not to get discouraged - your years in coUege will talk about being uncertain regarding the direction one's life
be the a bsolute "best time of your life.'' Unfortunately, you is going. Waew!! Sca ry Times ... !
have to gel past the first few weeks. Two main reasons for
Fortunately, college life does a great job in preparing one
the unhappy experience during the first few weeks are:
for adult life but it doesn't happen in the first few weeks. I
(11 Transition from "home life" and "close high school often look back at my years in college and remember it being
friends" to a very small dorm room with a stranger for a room- one of the best times of my life (minus the first few weeks).
male and strangers surrounding you is not initially an exciting
The First Few Weeks- everybody goes through it- we
or appealing ordeaL Only "time" is needed to turn strangers aU survive the lonely feeling and then its forgotten, until the
into good friends a nd small dorm r ooms into a suitable home day comes when you write a letter to your daughter to let her
life. Hang in there.
know that you really and truly understand what she's going
(2) I know you don't think your father has any of the right through in those first few weeks.
Someday you'll be sitting al your desk at home and you'll
probably
be writing the same letter to your son or daughter
NEED CASH?
away at college. You'll be hard pressed to remember the
(Over 4 Billion
loneliness then because it's only a few we eks out of four years
DoUar• AvaUable)
conviser-miller
Everyone qualifies! Our data banks
of great memories. But still your thoughts will be with them
contain over 2000 sources of
everyday, sharing in their feelings of being alone a s ours are
ftnandal a\d offered by private in·
with you during your first few weeks.
stltutions Rx more Information
send a business sized stamped
Oh, the first few weeks- will it ever end- It does. At
self addresssed envelope to
first
there was a baby, then a child. then a teenager and finally
Edueare Enterprises LTD.
PASS ALL PARTS
a n ADULT!
25140 Lah.ser Rd. Suite 141
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WAI.K IN OR CALL
Enter Between

" Parle &

May Co. & Higbee'S"
T RANOAU. ,ARK MN.L

81-6200

Friday
Parents Weekend
registration - 4-8 p.m.
Recplex.
President's Reception
for parents · 5 p.m.
Rodman Ha!J Terrace.
S.U. Movie "Easy
Rider··- 8 p.m. Jardine
Room.
Opening Performance
"Dear World''- 8 p.m.
Cast Party for cast.
crew. parents and
students - 10:30 p.m.

Atrium.

•
•
•
•
•

$795 • tuition & books
Live/video ... not tape
Unconditional repeat
3 month format ...
Starting Feb 2nd in
7 Ohio Locations!

HALLOWEEN
Coffee with the deans
for parents - 9 a.m.

Atrium.

"Early slgn·up by 12 ~ 1 5/87

1

~

Limit 6 persons per table • One coupon per table

Alcohol1c beverages no1 included • (Ouvng room only)
• Not valid w1th any other discounts

Offer valid Oct. 30 - NOV. 6

~

A
R

0

c

Lunch and Pep Rally12:30 p.m.

2
9

JCU Blue Streaks vs.
Grove City Wolverines
• 1:30 p.m. Wasmer
Field.
Harvest Time Buffe t 7 p.m. Cafeteria.
Halloween Dance - 9

' 'Dear World"- 8 p.m.
Kulas

T
H

Sunday

R

p.m . Varsity Gym-

nasium.

Pa rents Weekend
mass - 10 a.m. Kulas.
S.U. Movie "Easy
Rider" - 8 p.m. Ja rdine
Room.

u

Monday

N

Lecture
Series:
Spiritual Exercises of
St. Ignatius - 7 p.m.
Ja rdine Room.

0

Tuesday

Wednesday

I
-I------------------------- Receive a 15% Discount on Lunch
Receive a 20o/o Discount on Dinner

L
E
N
D

T.

I

464-7544

A

Lectures and Parents
Association Meeting·
10 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

--r---~~~~~~~~-;;A~~~~;;--lrPAVILION MALL
24103 CHAGRIN BOULEVARD
BEACHWOOD, OHIO

c

Saturday

THE OBVIOUS
CHOICE!

Mldtlgan 48034

ON£ AND ONLY"

Meet Your Major:
Economics - 7:30 p.m.
Murphy Room.

Meet Your Major:
Philosophy - 7 p.m.
Murphy Room.

Art History Bus leaves
6 p.m. Carroll Blvd.
gate.
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What -would ou like to name the new- dor m?

"Alco ball, because we are sc
aware of it. "
Mark Marshall.
sophomore

"Schweickert Hall, because
they're building it in his
backyard."
Tom Callahan,
junior

" Rodwoman HalL because
we need some women in the
Jesuit tradition.' '
Suzi de Haas.
junior

' 'Valhalla, because we have
all other ethnic groups represented. It means Viking
heaven.' '
Jim Perabo,
sophomore

" Hulseman HalL because
Patty saved a small child's
life battling the waves in the
swimming pool Friday night."
Maureen Rupp,
freshman

Nicaragua debate wins support for increased Contra aid
by Paul Kantz m,
Editor-in-Chief
Proponents of increased
U.S. aid to the Nicaraguan
Contra rebels convinced a
slim 53 percent majority of

those attending a debate on
Contra aid that such aid
should be substantially increased. The debate took
place in the Jardine Room las1
Thur sday night.

JCU hosts annual debate
by Jane Babiak
Michigan State University took first place in the second
annual John Carroll University Invitational Debate Tournament this past weekend. The topic was: "Continued U.S. covert
involvement in Central America would be Wldesirable."
Twelve colleges from across the country participated.
Ferris State College came in second with a 2-1 decision.
Semifinalists were Capital University (3-0 decision) and
the University of Miami, Florida (2-1 decision). Ferris Sta te.
with 255 points, and Otterbein College, with 248 points, provided the top novice teams.
The John Carroll team of Kim Peters and Judith Bargielski
won their debate against Michigan State 5-l. John Carroll's
victory would have made them third going into the elimination rounds, but the hosting school's teams are not permitted
to surpass the preliminaries.
"I was very impressed that they beat the Michigan State
debate team because that team is nationally prominent in competition," said Dr. Russell Church, John Carroll director of
debate.

The Contra army. estimated
at 20.000 men, is seeking to
overthrow the Soviet-backed
Sandinista government in
Nicaragua.
"The Soviets are challenging the United States to a lest
of wills over the future of this
hemisphere," said Dr.
Michael Pap, history professor, who along with senior
Michael Juchnowski spoke in
support of increased Contra
aid.
The two argued that the
Sandinistas pose a security
threat to Latin America , particula rly thr ough their a lleged support of armed revolutionaries in neighboring
states, and that tbey suppress
that civil liberties of their own
population.
Dr. Douglas Bruce, communications professor, and
James Piotrowski, a s.enior,
argued that Contra aid should
be cut off.

They said that the International Court of Justice has
found Contra aid to be a violation of international law and
they feel that continuance of
aid may undermine the
recently-signed Gua temala
City peace accord. which
bars outside aid to antigovernment rebels operating
in Central America.
''(The World Court) looked
at the facts, looked at the law.
and foWld that the United
States had no business dealing with the Contras in
Nicaragua." Bruce said. He
said lhe Coul't found no
evidence of andinista sup-

port for revolutionaries in
other states.
Pap disagreed, saying,
"Armed intervention was introduced by the Sandinistas
in El Salvador. in Guatemala,
in Honduras, in Costa Rica, in
Colombia . .. (Ni ca r ag u a n
President Daniel) Ortega bas

become a willing puppet of
Moscow ...
"Whnt should United States
policy be?'' Pap asked
rhetorically. "WelJ, H is obvious. When the comandantes
in NicaraguA, through their
support of guerrillas seeking
to overthrow the legitimate
governments of their neighbors, commit unprovoked aggressive acts ... the United
States has no other alternative but to deal promptly
and effectively with these aggressions before it is too
la te."
Piotrowski. counlel.'ed that

the policy of suppor ting the
Contras. which is advocated
by President Reagan. has
been ineffective.
"It is patenUy obvious that
six years of Reagan has failed," he said. "That means we
have to decide if Reaga n is
ever going to work."

T~Jrn~~ofMa~u~~uoourtud~aBh~~nr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

did well with a 4-2 win. John Miller and Karen Hurt also won
4-2 in their first debate.
Twenty-five judges were on hand. including John Carroll's
Dr. Bruce, Dr. Church, Mr. Seward, Dr. Schmidt, and fo rmer
Director of Debate Mr. Austin Freeley.

Sales ASioclates:

We're Ready
To Put YOU
To Work

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL
FOR FREE BROCHURE • CROUP RATES AVAILABLE

Study
Break

SKYDIVINC

CLEVELAND SPORT PARACHUTING SCHOOL • 216/ 548·4511
15199 crove Rd. Garrettsville Ohio 44231

13892 Cedar Road

· Cedar Center Plaza

371-2345
Keep cozy &warm In our
'blue & gold'
woolrlchm blanket
WE PERSONAUZE.flll
ON THE PREMISES

~Off ON A PU:;._HASE OF 115"' OR MORE

N orton's, a perfect match for your crazy
college schedule. We're open 7 days a weeki
Come for breakfast before class or lunch in
between. Munch on free hors d'oeuvres from 4
to 6 p.m. weeknites. Our entire menu is
available carry-out, from ribs to charbroiled
burgers. Up late cra mming for a big exam?
Norton's is up ...
waiting for you.
Top of Cedar
aeveland Hts.
932-2727

Hill ~~~"'

We're The Orlg.nal Cookie
Company. a 200+ unit
specialty retail organtzation.
In orderto keep things going
smoothly In our popular
business. we need the help or
friendly, outgotng people
like you Atght now, we're
looking for sales associates
lor the holiday season to
work in the following
locations:
• Parmatown Mall
• 512 Euclid Avenue
• Great Lakes Mall
• Randall Park Mall
• Hopktns Alfport
• Euclid SQuare Mall
• Great NOrthern Mall
• Beachwood Place Mall
Full-time, part-time and
seasonal positions are
available for dependable,
energetic people who enJoy
working wtth the public
We offer good pay and
pleasant working condttfons.
For more information, apply
In person at any store
location. Equal Opportuntty
Employer.
-s=;::;;=~
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Dear World' musical to open at Kulas
by Michelle Cassidy
John Carroll University will present
Lawrence and Lee's classical musical "Dear
World" tomorrow and Saturday night. and
November 6 and 7 at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium.
Based on Jean Girandoux's novel "The Madwoman of Cbailot." the pia y focuses on the
homeless and the inspiration of friendship. to
create a light and inspirational mood.
Sarah Wensinger, a JCU junior and a central character in the play, commented. "Above
all else. people will go away with an optimistic
view of the world ... they'll reali;r.e that if today isn't what they expected. tomorrow will
be."

Virginia Drda. a JCU junior and a supporting actress in the play, feels that "Dear
World" will prove to be "a lot of laughs. II will
lift people's spirits in a comical way." She also
explained that the play has a light. witty plot.
one which the audience will be able to be involved with and relate to.
According to Mark Dercassi. a supporting
actor. the play w11l decidedly be a success
because. "it's definitely entertaininR. In our
first dress rehearsal you could see how it was
coming together. There are some really funny
scenes ... the audience should really like it.''
William B. Kennedy, assistant professor of
communications at JCU and director of "Dear
World," along with the cast and crew of the
play. plans to donate a portion of tho proceeds
to Templum House, a shelter for homeless people locAted on Cleveland's west side.
General admission is $5, with discounts 'Dear World' actresses run through dress rehearsal in
available for children. senior citizens, and preparation for Friday night's opening.
- photo by Vmeel Bagana
students.

'Taking Steps' steps in right direction
by Bridget Brett.

Forum Editor

The Cleveland Playhouse has gone
off on a refreshing tangent from its
usually somber repertoire by presenting the light and buoyant comedy
"Taking Steps."

Andrew May in "Taking Steps.,.

An old English manor house with
three levels IS the sole set for the production. The levels are illustrated
wilhoul the use of steps. Rather, the
steps are imagined and mimed by the
actors.
The manor house. being rented by
the wealthy magnate Edward

(Richard Halverson) and his wife of
three months Elizabeth (Catherine
Albers). is the center of amusement.
Elizabeth. who intends to leave her
husband to pursue a dancing career.
is surprised by her husband's decision
to buy the manor house from their eccentric landlord Leslie Brainbridge
(Wayne S. Turney).
To advise Edward on the purchase,
the bumbling Mr. Tristam W aston
(Andrew May) is sent by Edward's
solicitor. Meanwhile, Elizabeth's
brother Mark Uohn Buck) invites his
long-lost fiance Kitty (Sharon Bicknell)
to stay at the manor for the weekend.

Everyone. for one reason or another,
is forced to s tay overnight at the
manor. With help of ghosts. stormy
weather. and spiral staircases.
playwrite Alan Ayckbourn deftly
keeps his characters in the dark, and
allows the audience to revel as
mistaken identity creates strange
bedfellows. Laughter is carried into
the morning as the characters
gradually realize where and who they
slept with the night before.
"Taking Steps" offers the best postmidterm therapy, laughter. The play
will run until November 15; student
discount tickets are $10.50.

JCU Chorale formulates new outlook with netv director
at the Christmas concert this
December.''
The Chorale plays an active
role in JCU's Christmas Carol
evening, which will be on
December 12, with a concert
in Kulas at 8 p.m. and singing
at the midnight mass.
Carr wants to change the
status of the one hour music
elective to that of a fine arts
core. which would mark a
substantial transformation in
~::;;:======:::;;;:~ the Chorale.
There are 25 active parconviser-miller ticipants
in the Chorale, and
they meet from noon to 1
every Monday. Wednesday.
and Friday.

by Theresa Tujaka
possibly improvement.
"this is going to be a tran- certainly undergoing a transiThis year the John Carroll
According to Mike Hart, sitive year, with concerts tion. Mr. Carr is a very
Chorale begins its first season Chorale president, "Mr. Carr pretty much the same as last energetic and enthusiastic instructor and I am learning
under the direction of Mr. stresses mechanics, not just year."
more
about music than I ever
Charles Carr. The singers producing sound, but producHolly Bowyer, in charge of
believe that this year will be ing it correctly." When asked public relations for the have before."
one of transformation and about this year Hart replied, Chorale, commented, "we are
Michelle Girard, Chorale
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~secr~ary.added,"thisyear
Formal~.
Mr. Carr has a high goal for
f'
us. that is to develop our
~-=---voices to a degree of excellence. This will be evident

Chrl.stmas

Thl•nk

•••
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PASS All PARTS

We didn't become
the nation's fastest
growing CPA Review
by accident ...
We did it because
our students pass the
CPA exam!
7 OHIO LOCATIONS

Excellent
Part-Time
Opportunity
4·9 p.m. 2·3 Days
Receptionist/Secretary

CALL BOB
AFTER 4:00

131 3 L1nda Street • Antique Row • Rocky R1ver. Oh10 44116 • (216) 331-0650

581-6200
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Cleveland Ballet launches fall season
by Molly Sheehan,
Entertainment Editor

to the music of Beethoven's Symphony
No. 7, in the selection titled "Celebrations." The entire dance company perThe Cleveland Ballet opened its formed celebrating the beauty of Life.
1987 fall repertory season witb
two separate programs. Each pro- "In Studjo D'' was featured second
gram contained three distinct styles of in Program Two, displaying a vocal
dance and mood, and lasted about two performance from Harriet Leider and
and a half hours with two inter- the trials and tribulations of lile in a
ballet studio.

CINEM-" A

Fall Repertory Program One, under
the conduction of Dwight Oltman.
prefaced with a soft slipper ballet
titled "Quicksilver." Set to the music
of Mendelssohn. this energetic ballet
revealed quick moving dance with a
relatively modern flair.

The ftnale to Program Two and to
the Fall Repertory Program was a
Cleveland Ballet premier of "Concerto Six Twenty-Two.'' Set to the
riveting music of Mozart, this ballet
featured sofl-shoe dynamic movement.

Second in the program was a bare·
foot. modern "Ontogeny." The controversial "Ontogeny, " set to the music
of Karel Husa, centers on the maturation of an individual organism.

The.fall repertory programs began
with Program One from October
14-18, and Program Two from October 21-25. with special student rates
at every performance.

Program One concluded with
''Slavonic and Hungarian Dances" set
to music from Dvorak and Brahms.
Performing in boots, this ballet showed brilliant costumes and folk dancing
to .a mood of enel'getic bliss.
Fall Repertory Program Two. with
Stanley Sussman conducting.
premiered classical ballet hard shoe

The Cleveland Ballet will continue
its special student rates into its traditional holiday performance of "The
Nutcracker." It will be presented
from December 11·30 at the State
Theatre in Playhouse Square. Some
dates are already booked, but most
dates are still open. Reservations can
be made by calling 241-6000.

·-

Circle offers cool flicks
Aside from hospitals, museums and culture galore, the
University Circle area also offers two prime places for movie
crazed individuals.
Unknown to most people, the Cleveland Cinematheque and
Case Western's Film Society draw a number of people for their
showings.
Located at the Cleveland Institute of Art across from the
Cleveland Museum of Art at the corner of East Boulevard and
Bellflower Road. the Cinematheque is the city's only revival
bouse. Both classic and contemporary films are shown as well
as many Cleveland premiere movies. Most films are in foreign
language and subtitled. There are also several excellent
movies with much appeal such as "Blue Velvet" and "A Room
With A View."
Admission is only $3 after buying a $1 membership card.
Just don't sit behind any art school students with two-foot
hairdos.
At Case Western's Strosacker Auditorium, found on
Adelbert Road off Euclid Avenue, some of the most popular
films in recent years and highly acclaimed classics are
presented by the CWRU Film Society. Among the selections
are "Platoon,·· "Tin Men," and "Roxanne" as well as foreign
classics by such directors as lngmar Bergman and Francois
Truffaut.
• By spending $1 for a membership card, a ticket costs only
$2.50. Not a bad price to see first quaUty movies in stereo and
35mm.
- Bucky Fellini
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JCU set for Grove City, winning season

by Chris Wenzler.
Sports Editor
The John Carroll Blue
Streaks football team is
geared up and ready for its
fmal home game of the season
Saturday against the Grove
City Wolverines.
Fresh from its 35-0 rout of
Bethany. head coach Tony
DeCarlo has reason to be OJ?·
timistic about the teams
chances.
"We played with a lot of in-

to move on than winless kicking a team when they're
Bethany. The Wolverines are down, either."
a team that beat JCU 23-0 last
Grove City is not the same
year at Grove City.
caliber team as it was last
"That was the one same year when il finished tied for
that I didn't attend last year," second in the conference. It
said DeCarlo, who is in his is. however. still a big team.
firs t season as football coach.
"They're a much bigger

tensity," said 'DeCarlo. "We
came out Oat against Hiram
two weeks ago. but last Saturday we really exploded off the
ball well. The offense was
able to move the baH exceptionally well, which has been
something we've been trying
to do all year."
DeCarlo hopes that his offense will continue to move
the ball well on Saturday.
Grove City (3-4 overall. 2-3
PAC) will be a tougher team

team man-for-man than we
are. We're going to have to
outhit and outquick them if
we· re going to beat them.··
DeCarlo said.
If the Streaks (4-3 overall.
2-2 PAC) win Saturday. they
will clinch their first winning

"Some of the seniors mentioned to me that they (Grove Cily)
ran up the score at the end.
I'm not crazy about getting
revenge, but I don't believe in

Spikers strong doum stretch
by Chris Wenzler,
Sports Editor
The Blue Streak spikers are making a move
towards Et first-division finish in the PAC.
Tuesday night, the Streaks won convincingly over Washington and Jefferson 15-7, 15-10.
It was a match JCU won without key players.
Mory Ann Montagne and Joan Maurizi, playing at 100 percent.
''I think we played a good match," said
coach Kathleen Manning. "Mary Ann Montagne was hurt, and I couldn't play her all the
lime. so 1 had to alternate her with a
freshman. Lynn Walters. 1 am proud of the
way Lynn went in and took charge. It's good
to know that we have depth."
In the second match that evening. John

Carroll lost a non~conference contest to Seton
Hill (of Pittsburgh) 15-7. 5-15, 6-15.
Last Saturday, in the warm and friendly
confines of Carroll gym. JCU put away the
CMU Tar.tans 15-7, 9-15, 15-8. 15-6. It was a
sweet victory for the Streaks.
"This learn beat us in Pittsburgh. so we had
to get it back.·· said Manning. "It was an important conference match, so it was great that
we played as well as we did."
Joan Maurizi. who played with an injured
ankle. elaborated on her coach's comments.
"We've been playing really well lately. The
Grove City game and this one have shown that
we are playing our strongest ball of the
season. If only we would have played like this
at the beginning ... ··

Jo lin Carroll University
Pacelli Hall Fellowship
CELTIC FESTIVAL WEEK
Time

Day

Date

Place

Event

35 p.m

Monday

11/2

Quad

Highland Athletic
Games demonstration

5·6 p.m.

Wednesday

11/4

Quad.
Dining Hall.
and Atrium

North Coast Pipe Band
12 Pipers and
Drummers

Marta Cutarelli ma kes a great block of a splke in r e cent Lady
Streaks volleyball a ction .
-

Blue Streak harriers
run in otiddle of pack

1·5 p.m.

Thursday

11/5

Keller
Commons

Irish Dexter Castle and
Percheron Mare

3·4 p.m.

Thursday

11/5

Saint Francis
Chapel

Celtic Harpers

45p.m

Thursday

11/5

Faculty Dining
Room
By invitation

British Cream Tea

11 a.m. ·

Friday

11/6

Atrium

Glencoe Scottish
Imports Vendors of tar·
tans, je\AMi!lry, books, etc.

6 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Sunday

11/8

The John Ca r roll cross
country team placed third in
its meet at Mount Union last
weekend. The Blue Streaks
were bested by first-place
Walsh College and the host
Purple Raiders, while Westminister and Bethany lagged
behind.
Freshman Heather Peltier
turned in Carroll's best per-

Demonstration:
Lyndhurst Group
Royal Scottish Country
Dancers

Jardine Room

photo by Judy l<onya

formance of the day. finishing
second. A freshman paced
the men's squad as well as
Mark Waner c rossed the
finish line in the 15th position.
The harriers close their
season tomorrow with the
Presidents' Athle tic Confer ence c hampionships at
Forest Hills. The women 's
race starts at 3 p.m., and the
men get the gun at 3:45.

Sports Calendar
for the week of Oct. 29 ·Nov. 4
•

4:30 .
5:30pm.

Monday

11/9

Atrium

Highland Dancers

10 am. 9:00p.m.

Tuesday

11/10

Atrium

Glencoe Scottish
Imports

7:00pm.

Tuesday

11110

Jardine Room

"King Arthur" by Pro
fessor Norma Goodrich

Oct. 30Oct. 31 -

Nov. 1 Nov. 3 -

Cross Country hosts PAC Championships
Forest Hills Park 11 a.m.
FootbaJl vs. Grove City 1:30 p.m.
(last home game}
Cleveland Browns@ San Diogo 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Thiel 6 p.m.
(last home match)

..

..........................._--------------~----------~~ · ~----------------------------------_.
"

'~

~
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Peltier ready to make run at PAC title
placing among the top
finishers a ll year.
"It 's been really great this
year." said Peltier. " I have to
admit that I was worried
about running here because
they said they just started
competing a few years ago.
But coach (Norm) Jewett is
really great. He tells us even
if we don't win, the sun will
come out tomorrow. There's a
good attitude on the team."

Heather Peltier.

Blue Streak Bio
Name: Heather Peltier
Class: Freshman
Birthdate: March 6, 1969
Birthplace: PittsbUrgh, Pa.
High School: Fox Chapel
Major: Communications
"And a freshman shall lead
them'' would be an appropriate slegan for what has
turned out to be a surprising
season for the John Carroll
.yomen's cross country team.
After struggling through some
rough early years, the team is
poised to win its first conference title.
Heather Peltier is one of the
reasons for this season's success story. As part of a
freshman contingent that bas
given this program new life,
she has been 'consistently

Not winninhg, though, has
not been a problem this year.
The team is 3-0 in the
Presidents' Athletic Conference, and will be one of the
favorites in the PAC Championships on Saturday at
Forest Hills Park.
Peltier is used to winning.
Always a competitor, she was
already playing two sports
when she decided she wanted
to add cross country to the
list. By the time she was a
high school senior, she was
her team's top runner. She
capped off her final year in
high school by qualifying for
the Western Pennsylvania
championships, as well as
winning her third consecutive
letter.

well as her performance this
yea r.
''I'm really happy about the
way that I've ran,'' said
Peltier. "My best time so far
has been 19:19 (on the standard 3.1 mile course). In high
school. my best time was 20
minutes flat, so I know that
I'm improving this year.''
Peltier has an affinity for
cross counlry running, ·'The
team is really small. which
allows you to get closer to
your teammates. My best
friends in high school were
the girls I ran with.··

She's finding that out here
as well. "The people here are
really nice. All the girls and
coach Jewett are a ll really
supportive. It's a great team
atmosphere.''
Like the rest of the team,
she is looking forward to the
PAC championships, being
held right in John Carroll's
backyard. Forest Hills Park.
"1 think we'll be very competitive," said Peltier. "We've
already beaten Thiel.
Bethany, and Hiram. Grove
City and CMU are supposed
to be tough, but our scouting

report gives us an indication
that we have a good chance to
beat them."
Peltier hopes to win an individual title, but even more
so, hopes that she can help
win the team title. Even if
things don't work ouL she will
be happy for what she has accomplished in her first collegiate season.
"Things have gone pretty
well for me this season,'' said
Peltier. " I just hope that I stay
healthy over the next few
years."
- Chris Wenzler

Women's tennis wins, soccer
fa lls to close out seasons
The women's tennis team and the men's Conference goal scoring leader, added
soccer team ended their respective seasons in another impressive credential to his growing
different fashions.
list of achievements. The freshman from St.
Ignatius wound up as the conference scoring
The soccer team took its 9-5-1 record to the champion,
a rare feat for a freshman.
University of Detroit in the hope of raising its
The
women's
tennis team, on the other hand,
win total to 10. But it was not to be. Despite
Carroll's solid first half, the Titans came on finished off its season in grand fashion.
Following an unimpressive showing at the constrong in the second, to win 5-1 .
ference championships, the Streaks
Freshman Mike Mangan finished the year whalloped their cross-town rivals, Case
as the team scoring leader. He compiled a Western Reserve. by the score of 9-0.
total of 35 points (16 goals . 3 ass ists). followT l
waund t.lj) the ieaSGA wi&A a +a
ed by junior Lev Holubec with 18 points (3 duSJ meet record. Sophomore Liz Hanna
goals. 12 assists) and sophomore Jim StUI'z- finished with an 8-1 record in the number one
nickel with 16 points (3 goals, 10 assists).
singles sJ)Ot. while compiling a 7-2 record with
Mangan, who was the Presidents' Athletic Daniela Lungociu in number one doubles play.

Peltler wanted to continue
running in college. but wasn't
sure where until late August.
After a long search which
almost landed her at Penn
State, she decided upon John rF;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=,---.jj!:~iiiiiiiiii.,jii
Carroll. So far, she has been
pleased with her decision, as

Sullivan featured in
Sports Illustrated
by Chris Wenzler and Dan Morrison

For John Carroll University, it has been a great week as
far as positive press is concerned. In U.S. News and World
Report. JCU was ranked 6th among the best midwestern and
western comprehensive schools. Also, in Sports illustrated.
Blue Streak noseguard Mark Sullivan was featured in the
college football section.
Sullivan, featured in the issue with Dan Gladden of the
Minnesota Twins on the cover (Vol. 67, No. 18, p. 94-97) is
satisfied with the way it turned out. " I like the way he (reporter
Pat Putnam) worded his quotes," said Sullivan. He made the
a r ticle souond good. He didn't tr y to make it sound controversial."
Sullivan was a nxious about the release of the article. but
when it wasn't released immediately, he began to get nervous.
" I was a little worried that the article wasn't coming out."
said Sullivan. "Everyone kept asking me when it would be out,
but I couldn't tell them. I was relieved when it finally did."
Another person happy about the article was Shawn
Robertson, who was quoted in the article. ''It was one thing
to be interviewed and be told the article would be coming out
soon,·· said Robertson. a center for the Blue Streaks. "It was
another thing to see my name in a national magazine like
Sports Illustrated. It was a big thrill."
Sullivan, JCU's newest celebrity, hasn't purchased a
truckload of magazines yet, but he does plan on buying a few
for use in a future scrapbook.

Attention: senior craduates

Graduation applications are now available
at t he Dean's office of t he School of Business
for Business majors. All ot her m aj ors may
apply at the Dean's office in the College of
Arts and Sciences.
The deadline for submission of application
is.Wednesday, September 30, 1987.
students submitting applicat ions to the appropriate Dean's office after Friday, october
30, 1987, will be charged a $25.00 late
graduation application fee.

Lounge
13443 Cedar at Taylor
932-0603
,\ 1ou ·'"hll J 00 p m

-'L
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PARKI NG I N H EAH

FRIDAY
Pagan Club Orchestra
"Classic Rock
and Blues"
No Cover

Saturday
Old Friends
"Oldies Group"

Get wild, get crazy, get dressed up!

Halloween Costume Contest
Saturday, Oct. 31

at halftime of the
JCU- Grove City football game

No Cover

Monday Nite
Football
Free Hot Dogs
with chili & cheese

come dressed up to the J CU · Grove City
football game'and win CASH for the best costume

Wednesday
Nite

$106-First Prize
$75-Second P rize
$25-Third Prize

19 & 20 y r. olds

individual or group costumes are eligible
Sponsored by the JCU Athletic department & Student Union

DARTERS
WELCOME!!!

Steamed Clams!
welcome with J.D.
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JOHN CARROLL STUDENT UNION
.

WITH THE SUPPORT OF
PRESENTS

THE

T
SPECIAL CUEST TO BE ANNOUNCED

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14th
AT 8:00 P.M. IN THE CARROLL GYM
Doors Open at 7:00

$8.00 w 1Discount card
$10.00 w/o Discount card
$12.00 Day of Show ceneral Admission
Tickets Go On Sale Throughout the Cleveland Area
At All Ticketron Outlets Starting November 2nd

. WIN A VIDEO GAME

CHRISTMAS FORMAL

BABY PAC MAN

TUX MEASUREMENTS

Get The Highest Score Register Initials In
Student Union Office

November 16 and 17. 1987

PLAY IT IN
THE GAME ROOM
PtoceOO$ 9<> to ~United Way
'

• During lunch and dinner in the

Deans Conference Room
• For more details phone
66~6622

or 371~9409
• Price $30.00 including shoes
~t :qnte

of measurement

